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Appendix D - Socratic Seminar on Dolores Huerta 

 

Topic 1: The Complexity of American Identity: 

“First time I opened up Time Magazine, a little picture of a march and all the people out 

there looked like me. That first impact was huge. So, the farmworker was a catalyst and 

ignited a personal and community-wide self-evaluation of who we were as a people.” 

 -Raul Grijalva 

Question 1: What influences shape a person’s identity? How does identity determine 

how a person relates the world? 

Topic 2: Intersectionality  

“Oftentimes today looking back, we think about discrete and distinct movements. We think 

that the Black movement was one movement and then that the Chicano movement was 

over here and then there was the Native American movement, but all those movements, 

and the individuals within those movements, were connected and we knew that one 

movement would not be successful without the other.” - Angela Davis 

Question 2: Has your understanding of modern civil rights movements shifted after 

learning about intersectionality? How and why? 

 

Topic 3: Why Organize? 

“The reason for the existence of the union was to try to get power for the powerless. The 

farm workers don’t have any power to solve any of their own economic and social 

problems. They’re faced by not only economic discrimination and social, but also racial 

discrimination. This is true of the Mexican farm workers. It is of the Black farmworker, the 

Arabian, and sometimes even the poor white farmworker.”  - Dolores Huerta 

Question 3: What organizing strategies and tactics did Dolores Huerta and others 

use to get power for the powerless? Why were these strategies and tactics effective?  

 

Topic 4: Who Gets to Write History 

“ While the reverend Martin Luther King Jr. was leading the charge in the South, one 

California woman was fighting on the front lines for workers’ rights. While her name is 

rarely mentioned in the history books she may just be the most vocal activist you’ve never 

heard of.” -Michelle Miller, CBS News  

Question #4: From your viewing of Dolores research on her life and work, why is she 

“the most vocal activist you’ve never heard of?” 

 

 


